
Ignatian Sports Reports (Boys)  
Term 2, Week 3 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Basketball 
Blake Ferraro & 

David Rinaldi 
Senior A Def Unley 113 - 39 

Second game of the season saw the boys match up against Unley High. We started the game in 1-2-2 
half court trap, and it was only up from there. Once again, the boys got a strong lead in the first few 
minutes and didn’t look back. Each player getting on the board with easy steals and dunks. The boys 
worked hard and were stoked to get 100 points on the board. As we start with two good wins, we are 
definitely looking to have an undefeated season and we have our eyes set on the Division 2 trophy. 
Best Players: Sean, Saul, Daniel 

Basketball Isiah Greco Senior B Def Unley 32 - 17 

The game started slowly, with both our boys and the opposition rarely scoring. However, thanks to 
the momentum created by Brodie and Lawrence, the boys got into the groove of things and were able 
to begin making some great plays around the key. The team consistently attacked the rim with 
purpose and were able to play the game at their own pace. The opposition came at the boys with a lot 
of physicality however, the team was able to set themselves up in positions to get the charge calls 
from the referee, causing turnovers and more opportunities for them to get ahead.  
Best Players: Brodie 

Basketball Mr Riley Harrap Senior C Def by Unley  

After coming off a pleasing win in their debut game of the season, hopes were high to carry the 
momentum into Round 2. Adelaide High came out strongly, notching a quick 10-point lead relatively 
early in the first quarter. The boys battled hard but unfortunately due to some unlucky shooting, were 
unable to claw their way back into the game after a slow start, with Unley maintaining their lead for 
the entire game.  

Basketball Gomezga Kalua Middle A Def Unley 45 - 42 

The As got their first win on the board on Saturday. Good to have a couple of players back who 
missed last week, with Riley and Jordan being a big force on the offensive end. Despite the other 
team starting the game on fire, we kept our heads and were able to push out the lead to as much as 
12 points late in the game.  

Basketball Liam Hennig Middle B Def by Unley 39 - 43 

This week the boys showed vast improvements fromlast week, more than doubling our point total. It 
was good to see our defensive intensity was high for most of the game. Forcing the other team in to 
turnovers which allowed us to push on the fast break. Can see a win coming soon – keep up the good 
work. 
Best Players: Ari, Rudra, Marcus 

Basketball Max Busato Middle C Def by Unley 5 - 39 

The second game of the season brought another tough game, this time against Unley High School. 
Although Unley was a much taller team, the boys did an exceptional job at boxing out and trying to 
get as many rebounds as possible. In the end, strong defence from Unley and some turnovers from us 
throughout the game led to Unley gaining the victory. The whole team should be proud of the work 
ethic they all showed from the start of the game until the final siren.     

Basketball Tyler Brogan Middle D Def by Trinity 23 - 40 

With a tough first half due to no subs, the boys battled resiliently, never dropping their heads to win 
the second half, scoring 19 points. 
A great improvement was shown by all players especially Adit and Alex leading the way on the 
scoreboard. Suen battled hard defensively while Karenveer rebounded and finished strong. Jared ran 
the whole game, showing plenty of resilience. 



Basketball Kainen Heath Middle 7 Def Adelaide 29 - 24 
A very well-played game by the whole team, capped off by a 14-0 3rd quarter, the team is showing 
great signs on both ends of the court and are really playing well together. 
Best Players: Mark Cawley, Louis Holland, Harsh Kirk  

Football Adrian Rocco First XVIII Def by Trinity 
13.14 (92) 

21.11 (137) 

Our boys travelled to Trinity College and performed bravely before succumbing to the bigger & taller 
bodies of a strong Trinity side who are top of the ladder. 
We gave ourselves a great opportunity to win after an outstanding second quarter where we 
dominated to kick 7.10 for the quarter & led 10.12 to 8.4 at half time. Unfortunately, we had limited 
rotations due to injury & illness & ran out of steam in the last quarter. 
Our side consisted of 7 year 10 boys and each of them performed well against significantly bigger 
opposition. 
Darcy Emerson was outstanding as a tall forward & Alex Holt once again dominated as a midfielder 
while Zane Hedley & Hugo Black gave us run & aggression. 
Thank you to Josh Field and David Trimboli for helping out late in the game, an invaluable learning 
experience for you both. 
Best Players: D Emerson, A Holt, Z Hedley, H Black, O Rice, M Alfred, F Lupoi, N Holt, I Cronin, N 
McDonald, E Cronin & C Maxwell 
Goals: A Holt 3, N McDonald, I Cronin, C Maxwell each 2 and M Barilla, N Miller, B Rawnsley & M 
Obbiettivo each 1 

Football Mr Scott Hennigs Second XVIII Def by Trinity 
2.0 (12) 

22.28 (160) 

With no rotations off the bench, the boys focus was to maintain pressure and hit the contest hard all 
game. The boys did a fantastic job in terms of pressure, even with only 16 on the field most of the 
fourth quarter.    
A special mention to Finn McCormack, who in his first game of football kicked his first goal! I’d also 
like to acknowledge the midfield, who worked tirelessly and showed fantastic pressure around the 
contest all day. 
Though an unfortunate result, the boys have a lot of positives to take out of this week’s game. We 
hope to get some key players back in the side as we look to take on PAC this week.  
Best Players: Cole Thomas, Will Mencel, David Trimboli, John Dwyer, Hugo porter, Joshua Fields, 
Archie Walters, Ned Uren, Matthew Gallasch & Marcus Ottaway  
Goals: F McCormick 1, Matthew Gallasch 1 

Football Sam Armitage Middle A3 Def PAC 8B 
23.21 (159) 

0.2 (2) 

Amazing team effort on home turf, throughout the lads played hard by displaying immense effort, 
skill and strong team ethic. The 157-point win was the product of dedicated training, self-reflection 
and great team spirit. 
Reid O'Callaghan – led from the front with five goals and influenced middle field with his gut running 
and strong overhead marking. 
Henry Bauze – with his run and intent on getting the ball Henry did not stop all day, kicking two goals.  
Alex Kavanagh – again showed his importance in the team rucking all day and kicking a major. 
Alex Kalleske – full back turned full forward with an amazing five goals!! 
Mani Armitage – played in various positions throughout the game with a handy two goals. 
Hugh Parletta – played with spirit and pure gut running finishing with three goals  
James Evans – returned from illness with a bang displaying strength, power and intensity. 
Max Floreani – contributed nicely with three goals. 
Christian Yew and Nick Jefferson – the heart of the back line keeping PAC to only two points!! 
Keenan Mcormick – played his roel to perfection by putting is body on the line all day 
Highlight: immense pressure and effort throughout allowing 23 goals to be kicked in the game and 
not conceding one goal from PAC. 

Football 
Lucas Bradley & 

Will Rice 
Year 7 Def Pedare 

11.14 (80) 
3.0 (18) 

The boys were keen to get on the winners list this week after a tough loss last week. We controlled 
the game from very early on but were unable to capitalise on the scoreboard and had a small lead at 



quarter time. In the 2nd quarter, the boys really flexed their muscles piling on 5 goals with some 
beautiful link up play through the midfield and from defence. From here, the boys controlled the 
game well and were able to secure a comfortable victory. The midfield, led by Carr, dominated all day 
and Fidock and Serocki were influential off half-back taking intercept marks all day, which really set up 
the victory. Well done boys a great performance and one we will look to replicate next week.  
Best players: Carr, Serocki, Bracharrani, Fidock, Hutchinson, Hodges 

Soccer 
Mr Picca & Mr 

D'Onofrio 
First XI Def Mercedes 2 - 0 

The First XI Soccer Boys continued their winning ways with a 2-0 win over archrivals Mercedes 
College. The match was set up to be a preview of Intercol and it didn’t disappoint. From the first 
whistle, spectators could clearly see it was going to be a tight match with the players from both sides 
having chances. After a tense and goalless first half – our SIC boys picked up the pace in the second 
half and were playing free-flowing football from the defence to the attack. Emerson Barone broke the 
deadlock soon after coming on by finishing a cross from Isaac Vernillo, who received a brilliant 
through ball by Joshua Bracchi. Vernilllo also played a key role with the second goal to assist Isaac 
Martini, as Martini added to his goalscoring tally – continuing his trademark of scoring late. A solid 
game from the First XI boys playing our brand of football, and an improved team performance overall.   
Goals: Emerson Barone & Isaac Martini 

 

Ignatian Sports Reports (Girls)  
Term 2, Week 3 

 
Sport Coach Team W/L Opposition Score Comment 

Badminton Austin Waugh Senior C1 Def Norwood 3 
4-13-167 
 2-4-96 

A fantastic performance from the team, with some close rallies and excellent adaptation giving our 
Senior C1 team the win. It was fabulous to see everyone so energetic and playing so well! 
Best player: Maria Ma 

Badminton Michael Kolisnyk Senior C2 Def by Marryatville 2 
1-4-104 

4-10-141 

A good game was played this week against the formidable Marryatville team. It’s great seeing 
teamwork on the court and good sportsmanship even in the face of defeat. 
Best player: Malak Maghazaji 

Badminton Tom Sheldon Middle B WOF Nazareth 1 6-12-132 
Although it was a forfeit, the girls played exceptionally, winning with the other team receiving no 
more than 2 points. Proud to say I have seen improvements from all of them this week. 
Best player: Madita 

Badminton Josh Winkler Middle C3 Def Unley 1 
5-14-178 

1-3-87 
Another strong performance by the team, very well done. All the players played extremely well. 
Special thanks to Aojin for stepping up and covering for a player who was out sick. 

Badminton Stella Waugh Middle C6 Def Marryatville 3 
6-15-195 
 0-2-105 

A wonderful result, with a comprehensive win, as the Middle C6 girls showed their talent. A flawless 
win for the records as everyone won convincingly! 
Best player: Ada Comin 

Badminton Stella Waugh Middle C6 Def SDPC 
5-14-174  
 1-2-108 

For a Beginners first game, the team displayed an incredible effort. All the girls gave 100% on the 
court and played Amazing spirited shots. Very proud of them! 
Best players:: MIYA & Doris for positive attitude & enthusiasm 

AFLW Mr Mullins Senior A Def Trinity 
9.5 (59) 
0.0 (0) 

An excellent performance from our team against a travelling Trinity side. The girls were challenged 
before the game to be committed to our Ignatian brand of football – disciplined in our structure, 
committed to the contest. Across the game, there were countless examples of players working 



selflessly to support a teammate at the contest, spoil the ball in the air, win the ball on the ground 
and tackle the opposition should they get their hand on the football.  
Our midfield were exceptional all day, working off the dominance of Jess Rice in the ruck to dominate 
clearances and give our forwards a chance to go to work. Annie, Annabel and Immy were tenacious, 
winning 50/50 contests and clearing the congestion with handball sequences to release our outside 
players into space. Lucie Bailey was excellent throughout the game, explosively breaking out the front 
of stoppages, running 10 – 15m and using her long kick to move the ball into attacking territory.  
Our forwards again looked dangerous, the three-pronged targets of Zoe, Tanya and Sophie proved a 
powerful weapon as we competed well for the high-balls, taking a number of contested marks. Our 
small forwards were busy, getting to the front of the contest to pick-up any spilled balls. Immy and 
Alessia applied excellent tackle pressure and Serge was at her creative best to kick a couple of 
excellent goals on the run.  

AFLW Ms Sherdian Middle A Def by Kildare 
5.7 (37) 
7.4 (46) 

Kildare got off to a fast start, scoring quickly in the first quarter. However, Ignatius were able to fight 
back through strong and committed defensive efforts, drawing in front during the second quarter 
before a close finish ensued. This was largely due to the huge efforts of Lola and Isabel in the ruck 
against a strong opponent, and Nieve working through the midfield for much of the game. Our 
defensive pressure was led by first gamer Lily R and resulted in multiple attacking efforts and goals. A 
really positive performance to build upon over the coming weeks. 

Netball Ms Besanko Open A1 Def by St Michael's  35 - 37 

A strong second game performance from the team saw a very close finish. Our defensive pressure in 
the opposition’s goal third was excellent, with Jordan, Zara and Amelia combining well for multiple 
rebounds and turnovers. Isabella and Maddy were dynamic in the middle, running hard to try and find 
space and connection with the goalies. Amelia and Tahlia used their height and skill to great 
advantage, often passing before their opponents had set. 
There were so many positives from this game, most of all how we implemented focal points from 
training into game play. We will continue to work on how we move the ball down the court and look 
at ways we can increase space and time by using effective preliminary moves. 

Netball Ms Weight Open B2 Def SHC 5 36 - 28 

The Open B2 team came away with a solid win against another Sacred Heart team on the weekend. 
We had a tight first half where we ended up down at half time. Thanks to an awesome third quarter 
we were able to head into the 4th leading and feeling more comfortable. Defensive efforts were 
strong, as was the feeding into the goalies who were shooting very effectively. Special mention goas 
to the mid courts efforts of Meg Popping, whose vision and creation of space really opened up the 
game and allowed for excellent flow down the court into the goal circle. Well done! 

Netball Abbie Gordon Open B3 Def by SIC B4 20 - 22 

Despite the loss, the girls displayed some promising efforts throughout the weeks game. Through 
implementing some of out key focuses from training, the girls worked well down the court, clearing 
the space and re-offering to receive the ball. Our transition into the ring continued to improve, where 
this was assisted by the strong efforts displayed in the mid-court. Our defenders placed pressure on 
the opposition, where the mid-court created some excellent judgements when feeding the ball to the 
shooters, allowing them to put up some impressive shots. Although out passing led to a few 
turnovers, the girls encouraged one another and continued to fight for the ball. A big thank you to the 
B4 team for a great match, and to Matilda for filling in this week! Great work girls!   

Netball Emma Curnow Open B4 Def SIC B3 22 - 20 

An amazing first win for the girls against our other Open B team! A very well matched opposition, 
going down in the first quarter and then slowly bringing it up to being equal by half time. Throughout 
the third quarter the girls were up and managed to hold their own through to the final whistle. 
Amazing efforts came from all the girls throughout the entire game and the B3 team should be 
commended for their tiresome efforts as well. Defence and shooting was a real highlight of the game 
play this week with a bit more of a focus on spacing needing to be done throughout the centre court 
at training. All over an amazing match and the girls should be proud of their efforts! 



Netball Antonella Pittaluga Open B5 Def by MMC 1 21 - 22 

Close game for the girls, winning the first 3 quarters but lost the last. Great effort all round, Sarah 
made many great intercepts which led to many turnovers. Rosie held her space well in the circle and 
attack did a great job communicating and feeding the ball in. Great effort from all defence, we’ll need 
to work on bringing the ball down the court and the accuracy of passes whilst under pressure. On a 
whole, proud of the girls for their efforts against MM’s 1st team, the girls are working great together 
and I look forward to seeing them progress. 

Netball Danika Tremonte Open C6 Def by SAC 2 9 - 31 
Our defenders were stretched to their limits this morning with SAC shooters on fire in the ring. It was 
encouraging to see players rallying around their teammates. 

Netball Alyssa Booth Open C7 Def by Loreto 6 3 - 20 

The girls’ first Saturday game, with fill-ins, saw them have to work hard to gel as a team. While they 
started off slow, their pressure on the ball and ball movement improved in the second half. Although 
the girls weren’t able to close the gap with Loreto - who presented a very strong side - they should be 
proud of their efforts and expect only to improve from here. 
Special thanks go to Liberty Booth and Zoe McCormack for filling in at the last minute after having just 
played a game! 

Netball Ella Sargeant Open C8 Def by SIC C10 7 - 24 
This was a tough game given the number of fill in players on the court. All girls played in good spirit 
and improved their ability to read off their team mates and make good choices in attack passes. Well 
done to all players from both teams. 

Netball Kain Noack Open C9 Def by Marryatville 2 29 - 36 

An excellent game played in good spirits. We started slowly, down by 7 at quarter time, but to the 
girls credit, they continued to improve and gel with one another the longer the game went. In the 
end, we only went down by 6. Chloe and Kulli did a great job in the ring as did Kate and Gabby at the 
defensive end. Ella played with a calm head all game, Sophie ran hard through a variety of positions, 
and Livi passed and moved well. A lot to like from this team with more improvement to come. 

Netball  Open C10 Def SIC C8 24 - 7 
This was a tough game given the number of fill in players on the court. All girls played in good spirit 
and improved their ability to read off their team mates and make good choices in attack passes. Well 
done to all players from both teams. 

Netball Miss Gue Year 9 B1 Def SHC 3 24 - 10 

This game was a strong performance from the team. Defenders Grace and Funke worked tirelessly to 
stop the ball entering the circle and sending it safely back to the attackers. The game was quite 
physical but credit to the Ignatius girls who maintained a good attitude and kept playing cleanly all 
game. 

Netball Alec Davis Year 9 B2 Def Kildare 2 44 - 2 

What a win! The girls started their weekend with a convincing 44 - 2 win against Kildare. With a few 
players missing this week, we put on a showcase of flexibility and teamwork throughout the whole 
court. Particularly noteworthy this week was the ball movement down the court. Short and sharp 
passes out of defence, smart leads through the mid-court, and excellent decision making by our 
goalies led to a steady stream of goals each quarter. A wonderful team effort this week.  

Netball Carissa Fedele Year 9 C3 Def Loreto 3 33 - 9 
The team played an excellent game despite having no subs this round. It was great to see the team 
communicating with one another on the court. The best player this game was Matilda, who is an 
amazing shooter to her surprise! 

Netball Lauren Palumbo Year 9 C4 Def SIC C5 25 - 12 

The game last weekend saw the girls come up against the other Ignatius team. Starting to meld as a 
team, the movement in the ring was excellent and the transition out of defence as well as defensive 
rebounding was strong. The girls just need to work on leading towards the ball and making space 
when moving through the mid court. The opposition was down on players but it was wonderful to see 
the team’s willingness to play for the other team and the good sportsmanship between the two team.  

Netball Alex Hinton Year 9 C5 Def by SIC C4 12 - 25 

This week the girls were up against the other Ignatius team, which always demonstrates the strong 
friendships, respect and sportsmanship that they have with each other. Unfortunately in COVID times 
and the flu going around, we struggled to fill the team and only had five on the day. Thanks to the 
other team however, we managed to fill every position for the majority of the game, giving us the 
foundations for a more even match up. Despite sadly losing in the end, all team members put up a 



great fight and were courageous in playing positions they do not usually play. Lana and Annie in 
particular, put the team first and played centre for a quarter each, despite being shooters! Everyone 
tried their hardest, practised skills they had been shown at training and communicated well with each 
other.  I look forward to our game this weekend when we will hopefully have everyone back! Great 
job everyone!!  

Netball Nerissa O'Brien Year 8 B1 Def by Kildare 1 30 - 34 

A fantastic team game today against strong competition. Ella and Olivia worked beautifully together 
moving the ball around the ring for a high percentage shot. Our defence was tight and just a short 
time of losing focus in the third quarter saw us go down by four goals. An excellent fight back in the 
last quarter! 

Netball 
Antonia De Angelis 
& Alyssa De Conno 

Year 8 B2 Def by Marryatville 2 9 - 24 

Despite the loss, Caitlin and Zoe in defence worked tirelessly and were rewarded with multiple 
turnovers, touches and rebounds. Lauren, Ella and Zara worked hard In the mid court to be a good 
option in front of their player. They did an excellent job working so hard for the full game. Anastasia 
and Mikayla had exceptional defensive pressure on attack and worked so well together. A big thank 
you to Zara for filling in and being a great leader on the court! 

Netball Caitlin McKeough Year 8 C3 Def Nazareth 4 25 - 7 
What a game! An amazing team effort today with a full court performance out there. We were up by 
1 at half time and with a few position changed in the attack line we outscored them 19-2 in the 
second half. Very proud and excited for the rest of our season. 

Netball Miss Dundon Year 7 A1 Def St Mary's 1 27 - 9 
Good game for a cold morning! Won 27-9 against St Marys! The girls did well but there were a few 
sloppy passes and lobs over tall players. The girls did well and seemed to enjoy themselves. Lily went 
into WD last quarter and she did fantastically. 

Netball Molly Ingram Year 7 B2 Def Norwood 1  
Another win for the girls!! The defenders had an amazing game today, with countless intercepts 
resulting in goals. The girls in the mid court worked well with Ava, Grace and Martha all game, with 
some great passes into the ring. 

Netball Lauren Schell Year 7 B3 Def by Loreto 2 18 - 19 

It was a great but also stressful game to watch today! We started off well with a lead of about 4 
points throughout the game. Our defensive pressure coupled with great intercepts allowed for our 
lead. Teamwork was used throughout the game and when we slowed the ball down, it really worked 
for us. Unfortunately in the last quarter the opposition gained on us. Our overhand passing let us 
down and we ultimately went down by 1. Great work girls, looking forward to next week! 

Netball Olivia Serocki Year 7 C4 Def by Marryatville 2 4 - 28 
Good game today girls! The score does not reflect how hard they worked today. With no bench it was 
a tough game as everyone had to give 110% every minute! You can definitely see the improvement in 
how the girls play together now that they have had more experience. Great game to everyone!  

Soccer Brianna Gotting Middle A Def Loreto 4 - 1 

The girls played an excellent game this week. It was great to see the team communicating and 
working together effectively. 
The girls started off very strong with an early two goals from both Sarah Scalzi and Stella Mediati. The 
girl’s attack was excellent with all players making excellent passes and setting up many scoring 
opportunities. The second half saw Stella Mediati get another great goal from the 18-yard box, and 
Maddy Madrussani.  
Best Players: Stella Mediati (Skill) & Dior La Bella (Leadership)  

 



Ignatian Sports Reports (Mixed)  
Term 2, Week 3 

 

Squash Gerald Freslich Div 3 1 Def St Peter's 4 - 0 
This week for the first team was interesting: We had Ethan and Charlie playing 2 games each, and 
both produced two clear wins. Both Ethan and Charlie had stunning serves today and their long game, 
and drives were on display today, producing many tough rallies that, for the most part, they won. 

Squash Gerald Freslich Div 3 2 Def by Heritage 2 - 1 

The second Iggies squash team played a strong Heritage team this week and unfortunately took a 
loss. The games were a spectacle that drew in a crowd. Many long rallies occurred but the Iggies team 
persisted and played until the complete end, never dropping their heads. It was a show of 
sportsmanship and respect as the Iggies team congratulated the Heritage team on their victory. 
Persistence was the name of this week. There are many focus areas for the Iggies teams, particularly 
not playing into the centre, and focusing on a diversity of shots. 

Squash Mark Stevens Year 10 Def Pembroke Y10 3 - 1 A challenging match, culminating in a hard fought win 

Squash Nik Villios Year 9 Def by Heritage 1 - 3 
Christian Yew’s first match ever was a great one. He managed to win 2 games to 1 with some 
wonderful shots and made his opponent use the whole court.  

Squash Nick Tagliaferri Year 8 A1 Def Pembroke 1 4 - 0 

A great win for the boys this week. Despite being shorthanded, every single member played amazingly 
and we didn’t drop a single game through all four rubbers. They are showing some real development 
in skill, selecting shots well and running down every drop shot. Excellent work again. Special thanks to 
James Noble who played two games and Will Greene who played despite feeling under the weather. 

Squash Ryan Murphy Year 8 A2 Def St Peter's 3 - 1 

A very solid performance from the whole team to back up from a tight finish the week before, with 
Liam Murphy, Zara Parashkevova, and Cady Harmer all delivering convincing wins, only dropping 1 
game between them. Oscar Li was unfortunate to go down 1-2 in a tight contest where he ended the 
game with more points than his opponent. 

Table Tennis Mr Lodge Open A1 Def Pembroke Navy 19 - 1 

The Open A1 table hosted Pembroke this week and had a very convincing victory. Some excellent 
table tennis, concentration, and sportsmanship were evident throughout the match. Well done to all 
the players. 
Best player: Jasmine Fung, Tom Li. 

Table Tennis Mr Fazzini Open A2 Def by Woodcroft 20 - 40 

The boys bounced back from last week’s loss in the most spectacular way possible completely 
whitewashing the opposition and did not concede a set. What really impressed me was that they 
were all very humble in victory. It was great to see the improvement in serving and concentration 
levels. Let’s keep this up for the rest of the season now. 

Table Tennis Mr Borgo Open B2 Def by Rostrevor 5 - 13 

In our second match of the season, but first game against an opposing team, we were beaten by 8 
rubbers. The overall game differential was 29 games to 17. Of our 17 wins, 10 were from players 
ranked 5 – 7, indicating that Rostrevor were too strong in their higher-ranked players. Our doubles 
partnerships produced one win from nine games. 
Our better players were Oscar Dawson, who won 4 of his 6 singles games, Isaac Desteno, Darryl Lee 
and Swen Stuart (3 wins from 6 singles matches).   

Table Tennis Austin Waugh Middle A  Pembroke Navy  
A strong display of talent, with some dominant performances from most. A flawless start with a 4-0 
win in doubles set the pace as singles proved to be the harder matchup.  
Best player: Kenny Xu 

Table Tennis Mr Kapnistis Middle B1 Def SIC B2 6 - 2  



Table Tennis Mr Dodson Middle B2 Def by SIC B1 2 - 6  

Table Tennis Mr Donato Middle C1 Def by SIC C2 
208 
233 

This week’s match against the Ignatius C2 team was played in wonderful spirit. The team clearly 
beaten in doubles but came back strongly to win most of their singles, resulting in a tie of 6 rubbers 
each. A countback of games gave the win to the Ignatius C2 team. We look forward to preparing for 
the next match against Pulteney. 
Best players: Ryan Yap, Luca Antonino and Oliver Gallacher. 

Table Tennis Ms N Prior Middle C2 Def SIC C1 
233 
208 

Students, this week, strongest in double matches. Competitive in single matches - all games 
contributed to the overall win 
Lennon and Kavisha both won their respective double and singles matches.  Kavisha allowed us to tie 
with the competing team, which allowed us to win on countback of games. 

Hockey 
Isaca Fallo & Will 

Mencel 
Middle Def Scotch 8/9 4 - 2 

Overall, a very solid team performance by all players, particularly a strong first half. Even though it 
was our first game of the season with a few new players, the team worked well together by playing 
their position and role within the team. We had many good passages of play where all were involved, 
resulting in a big win against a strong opponent.  
Ned Lyall was brilliant in the midfield, running around to help his team in both attack and defence. 
Ruby McGuire played her first game as Goalkeeper and was very sound, keeping the opposition to 
only two goals despite their many shots on target. 
Harry Hodges top scored with 3 goals and was very influential during our attacks. 

 

 


